
with  days  after  days  of  bad  weather  and  some  wind  but  then  returning  to  santa

later experiencing more wind and bad weather in venice and coming back to holland 

18111:  "light  wind  at  first  in  santa  caterina  working  on  the  vestige  add  then 

mountains freshness my chainsaw"

breathing mostly turpentine later going back to italy and mostly breathing in the 

spending   some   intense   days   painting   the   attic   with   a   new   air   compressor   and 

the smoke of the chimney and that of my tractor to then go back to holland and 

15100: "a month started in italy breathing the fresh air of the mountains with 

explore very thoroughly the beautiful city of amersfoort"

and  back  in  holland  mostly  staying  in  culemborg  filming  a  bit  there  to  later 

but also a sunny one walking around again mostly doing errands for my apartment 

italian authorities to discuss about my project and finding a little gray weather 

13141: "films of public spaces shot mostly while in venice awaiting to meet the 

staying in a countryside place walking twice around a holy mountain"

getting ideas by the people there and their costumes also walking a lot and lastly 

14119: "still in india traveling by bus and train in the south of the country 

quite some animals and naked human bodies"

waiting  for  myrthe  after  work  and  exploring  the  utrecht  surrounding  recognizing 

17083:  "clouds  observed  while  in  the  netherlands  trying  to  spend  time  outside 

bad dutch weather"

against all the social stages and roadblocks walking less seldom out dre to the 

installation there reflecting very much about my natural willing and determination 

09069: "living in the dilemma or weather or not moving to italy and realize my 

data and a guy from montreal shaking hands with everyone to exchange dna"

the exhibition i curated such as a couple from new york doing abstract work with 

a man from my native village married to a rich japanese and artists exhibiting in 

going to san francisco to attend the quantified self conference and meeting there 

10098: "my parents' friends brought on an excursion around stockholm and later 

mountains digging and sawing trees i had already fall"

went for a week and beside staying with my parents in venice working hard in the 

visualizations  for  my  presentation  to  the  italian  authorities  in  italy  where  i 

to  the  netherlands  doing  there  some  renovation  work  and  working  hard  on  some 

going there using the tools used at the beginning of the project and then coming 

project  was  conceived  in  august  grandparents'  farm  using  after  many  years  not 

01167:  "a  month  started  in  sweden  right  in  the  place  where  the  photographic 

it centering the fable on how they get affected by human pollution"

now getting inspired by the otters seen with august at the zoo and reading about 

08077: "a period without interruptions writing every night in the fable book and 



painting and giving it more dynamic and depth"

to  my  dutch  studio  and  discovering  a  new  style  twisting  the  blues  flow  of  my 

to present my cathedral idea to the italian authorities and finally getting back 

07085: "painting executed after a long break spending my creative time preparing 

exhibition"

american and even some researchers including a girl from spain coming to visit the 

install an exhibit but also some of the participants like a saudi guy and vane 

where  i  was  asked  to  present  and  photographing  the  local  folk  helping  me  to 

10099:  "still   folk   met   in   san   francisco   during   the   quantified   self   gathering 

mountains to read headlines at least every day"

getting quite sick of the too many gossip news and also in italy trying in the 

the world and reading as well as watching the news consistently in the netherlands 

earthquake as well as terror attacks with other minor casualties happening around 

12135:   "some   news   with   heavy   casualties   again   in   the   middle   east   with   an 

sun came to the rescue"

holland once again feeling quite horrified of the weather till at last a day of 

about  jacek's  thesis  replicating  my  own  without  any  acknowledgment  and  back  in 

hard working wood and enjoying cutting wood outside feeling however quite upset 

for august returning later in santa caterina taking some time to get back in the 

later working hard both in italy and in the attic back in holland to build a room 

netherlands and getting better walking extensively in the city of amersfoort and 

04101:   "a   period   feeling   quite   distressed   of   all   the   bad   weather   in   the 

this project"

building a video-game of my cathedral introducing the very songs of recorded in 

sandpapering   the   newly   plastered   walls   and   renovating   livia's   room   but   also 

model  and  listening  to  music  there  as  well  as  when  working  on  our  dutch  house 

03093:  "music  heard  while  hanging  out  at  a  shop  to  print  my  three  dimensional 

quite much and regularly"

political  power  and  the  way  it  is  getting  more  perfected  and  automated  writing 

08078:   "in   holland   improvising   this   tale   and   somewhat   creating   a   parody   of 

the forest"

to italy finding some sun but also snow and rain experienced however working in 

but beside only clouds and rain and finally some snow which i escaped going back 

political situation is much worst there and experiencing only a partial day of sun 

convincing   me   to   leave   the   country   and   move   south   even   if   the   economic   and 

some   sun   before   going   back   to   a   depressing   weather   in   the   netherland   now 

16115: "beautiful sunny days in italy working in the vestige and getting quite 

working on the forest with stable weather"

caterina  and  also  there  experiencing  some  wind  while  before  at  last  peacefully 


